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ebook jacket: recognized basically as a dramatist, Bertolt Brecht used to be additionally a
proficient poet. those fifty poems--among them many ballads that later turned a part of The
Threepenny Opera, Mahagonny, and Baal--reveal the large diversity and flexibility of Brecht's
expression. His first and most sensible ebook of poetry, guide of Piety makes use of the
conventional kind of devotional literature to supply either an irreverant spoof and a major
critique of the post-World warfare I eu (and extra specifically, German) tradition that gave
upward thrust to fascism. His frequently sly wit combines with mordant social remark to make
handbook of Piety Brecht at his so much hilarious--and additionally his so much brutally incisive.
Brecht's poetry is kind of just like the headlines from the hot York Post. Very direct, and
constantly the correct observe on the correct moment. He was once a lovely author in addition
to a playwright - or even extra amazing as a poet. i like his poetry.
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